
INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY WITH JRCO

(800) 966-8442 | jrcoinc.com

Tine Rake Dethatcher

Tine Rake is dynamite! It has cut my 
spring clean-up labor by 50%.
Joe – Westwood, NJ

After the first 5 minutes, I said it is the 
best investment I ever had.
Vincent – Newton, IA

Quickest clean-up! I sold my two power 
dethatchers.
Mike – New Britain, CT

Transporter

I love the Transporter! Save times 
and money.
Dean – Baldwin, MO

Electric Broadcast Spreader
After spreading 180 bags, I can easily 
say it cut our time in half. Great 
coverage with no striping, even with 
new guys. Well worth the investment.
Paul – Naples, FL

Used to take three guys all day to do 
a large property. Now I do it myself in 
4-5 hours. 
Bruce – Hartford, WI

Leaf Blade Plow

I already own two dethatchers and 
once again you made me a believer 
with the Leaf Plow. It cuts fall clean-up 
time down considerably.
Amondo – Bridgeport, CT

Saves a lot of time with wet leaves.
Wally – Maynard, MA

Hooker™ Aerator

Biggest time saving thing going. I like 
that it doesn’t have a motor. Easy to 
disconnect and doesn’t take up much 
trailer space. Like the maneuverability 
and speed and not having plugs on the 
lawn. I can do a lawn in no time with  
your aerator.
Nick – Chesapeake, VA

Reduces fatigue is what I love about it. 
Ability to aerate over different terrain. 
Don’t have plugs all over yard (BIG 
plus). Great depth. Definitely loosens 
soil and bring lawn back.
Rick – Pisgah Forest, NC

Testimonials from Lawn Care Professionals

20195 South Diamond Lake Road, Suite 100
Rogers, MN 55374 

(800) 966-8442
jrcoinc.com

Heavy-duty Attachments
for Commercial Mowers

A GNE BRAND

TOP 3 REASONS YOU'LL LOVE 
OUR ATTACHMENTS

SAVE TRAILER SPACE1 Attachments save space over having several separate 
dedicated use equipment units and are less costly.

Leaf Blade Plow Tine Rake Dethatcher Broadcast Spreader

Hooker™ Aerator Blower Buggy CarrierZero-Turn Sprayer

Transporter

Heavy-duty Attachments
for Commercial Mowers

A GNE BRAND

"The engineering of your 
products has raised the bar 
for professional equipment. 
It is a pleasure to work with 
your equipment."

David • Vida, OR
]]For most current fitment chart, 

visit www.jrcoinc.com.

MOUNT BAR SYSTEM
The heart of our line, the

Buy a mount bar to fit your mower 
and use the same mount bar for all 
future attachment purchases!*

SAVE TIME2 Durable, quality attachments make landscaping jobs 
easy and efficient.

VERSATILITY3 Single mount bar allows you to switch between 
attachments with ease.

Heavy-duty Attachments
for Commercial Mowers

A GNE BRAND

The Hooker™ Aerator is designed for the lawn care 
professional. It saves time and labor with high-
production aeration. 

Hooker™ Aerators are available in front mount for 
commercial lawn mowers or tow-behind for utility 
vehicles, compact tractors or commercial lawn 
mowers. All models feature swiveling caster wheels.

The unique hooking tines lift soft plugs of soil. This 
is ideal for golf fairways, sports field or anywhere true 
plug aeration is needed without the messy compacted 
core clean-up of hollow tine aeration. 

The Hooker aerator punctures up to six holes per 
square foot. Holes for all models are approximately 
1/2" wide by 1-1/4" long and up to 3" deep. Tines 
pierce deep in to the soil, hooking and lifting loose 
plugs of dirt that disperse quickly, spreading nutrients 
over the surface. No unsightly hard plugs accumulate 
on the lawn. 

With 38" models, aerate 66,000 square feet 
(1.5 acres) per hour at 5 mph. With 60" model, aerate 
105,000 square feet (2.4 acres) per hour at 5 mph.

Each of the caster assemblies has two floating tine 
rotor heads. An electric actuator lifts the heads for 
transport. The casters swivel, allowing turning while 
aerating. The six (38" models) or ten (60" model) 
floating rotor heads independently lift over tree roots 
and rocks while the other heads continue to aerate. 
Aerator is low maintenance with few moving parts and 
no engine.

The front-mount aerator attaches to the JRCO mount 
bar with two clevis pins. The tow-behind aerator 
attached with an included two-point hitch.

HOOKER™ AERATOR

High production aeration with zero-turn 
maneuverability from the Hooker™ Aerator!

751 | 753| 755

Tines pierce deep into the soil, hooking and lifting loose plugs of dirt 
that disperse quickly, spreading nutrients over the surface. 
No unsightly hard plugs accumulate on the lawn.

TUNE-UP KITS 
AVAILABLE

TUNE-UP KITS 
AVAILABLE
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The Tine Rake Dethatcher is the ultimate spring 
clean-up tool. Use the rake for the first mowing of the 
spring to remove thatch, embedded leaves and debris. 
The patented tines lift hatch without damaging healthy 
turfgrass and at the same time comb matted grass 
giving the lawn a clean, hand-raked appearance.

Use the Tine Rake Dethatcher year-round:
• After a hot summer, use to surface aerate the 

soil. This promotes root development and makes 
room for thicker turfgrass.

• During seeding operations, use to rake in seed 
and accelerate germination.

• With the last mowing of the fall, use to leave 
a picture-perfect clean lawn.

Whether you mulch or bag, the Tine Rake Dethatcher 
can be used throughout the growing season as a tool 
to control thatch accumulation and reduce the chance 
of turf disease. The Tine Rake Dethatcher quickly 
attaches to the JRCO mount bar with clevis pins.

471 SERIES | 473 SERIES
TINE RAKE™ DETHATCHER

JRCO front-mount dethatchers are 
available in 36-, 46- or 60-inch widths for 
commercial walk-behind or riding mowers.

TUNE-UP KITS 
AVAILABLE

The JRCO Broadcast Spreader (electric) is designed 
for the lawn care professional. Attach to your mower 
or utility vehicle for increased productivity with an 
accurate spread pattern at an increased, consistent 
ground speed. The heavy-duty broadcaster is ideal 
for spreading all types of granular and pelletized 
fertilizer, seed and ice-melting pellets.

The polyethylene hopper has a 2.2 cubic foot 
or 120-pound capacity. Electronic speed control 
accurately maintains spread pattern widths from 
5-24 feet. Spreader is made of corrosion-resistant 
materials, stainless steel and engineered plastics. 
Sealed, quick-disconnect electrical cables are 
included for hook-up. Unit attaches to the JRCO 
mount bar with four clevis pins.

503 | 504 | 504U
BROADCAST SPREADER

Model 503 Broadcast Spreader 
with foot-operated gate 
shown with optional 
side deflector.

Model 504 Broadcast Spreader 
with push/pull-operated gate 
for electric walk-behind mowers.

Model 504U Broadcast Spreader 
with receiver hitch mount for 
utility vehicles..

Model 504U Broadcast Spreader 
with receiver hitch mount for 
stand-on aerators.

The Blower Buggy is a tubular steel carrier for 
walk-behind blowers.

The unit is designed to hold walk-behind blowers on 
the front of zero-turn and riding mowers. The blower 
moves yard debris with speed and ease while riding on 
the buggy’s heavy-duty tubular steel frame.

The buggy adjusts to fit most walk-behind blowers. 
The blower is secured to the buggy by three straps. 
One person can quickly load or unload. The buggy 
is supported with two front caster wheels for easy 
maneuverability and is low profile for optimum 
operation of blower. Utilizing the mower’s power, 
the Blower Buggy Carrier increases productivity as it 
decreases operator fatigue. 

The Blower Buggy mounts on the front of zero-turn 
and riding mowers attaching to the JRCO mount bar 
with two clevis pins.

601
BLOWER BUGGY™ CARRIER

Blow debris with speed and ease using the 
JRCO Blower Buggy Carrier.

The Leaf Blade Plow is a 55-inch wide plow for 
moving large piles of leaves. It virtually eliminates 
"tarping" and moves windrowed leaves for collection. 
Save time and labor for fall clean-up!

The heavy-duty attachment uses the mower’s 
power to quickly move piles of leaves. The one-
piece galvanized steel blade has supports at the top, 
center and bottom for durability. 

Plow rides on two adjustable caster wheels. Flat 
4-1/2" long stainless steel tines allow the plow to 
push leaves on uneven surfaces without damaging 
turfgrass.

The Leaf Blade Plow can be folded up over the deck 
of many mowers to reduce space on the trailer. The 
Leaf Blade Plow attaches to the JRCO mount bar with 
two clevis pins.

LEAF BLADE PLOW

Fold the Leaf Blade Plow up 
over the deck of your mower 
to reduce the amount of 
space it takes on a trailer.

TUNE-UP KITS 
AVAILABLE

480

The Transporter tray uses the mower’s power to 
transport landscape materials, grass or leaf clippings, 
lawn debris or landscape equipment. The transporter 
tray can be positioned for maximum visibility and easy 
dumping. The heavy-duty 56 gallon polyethylene tub 
is optional.

The Transporter is great for storing a grass catcher 
when trailering the mower. Various containers can be 
secured to the tray for transporting.

TRANSPORTER

The Zero-Turn Sprayer uses a high capacity UDOR® 
diaphragm pump driven by a 158 cc Briggs & Stratton® 
550 Series commercial engine to provide all day 
spraying. Ultra low drift Turbo Teejet® spray tips 
minimize spray drift and check valve nozzle bodies 
prevent drips when not spraying. A hydraulic agitator 
keeps chemicals mixed and fresh in the tank. A spray 
gun with 10-foot hose is included for spot or shrub 
spraying.

The 30 gallon sprayer quickly attaches to your mower 
with clevis pins. A compact, rigid frame with pneumatic 
swivel wheels and rigid two-point hitch prevents 
jackknifing when backing. A three section breakaway 
boom folds to 5-, 8- and 11-foot widths with individual 
zone control valves.

Combine with the JRCO Broadcast Spreader 
for a complete turf application vehicle.

ZERO-TURN SPRAYER
800

490

MOUNT BAR SYSTEM
The heart of our line, the

Buy a mount bar to fit your mower and use the same mount bar for all future attachment purchases!*
Our unique mounting system allows quick and easy connection with clevis pins for all the JRCO front-mount attachments. U-brackets are 
adjustable on the vertical channels to properly position any JRCO attachment on your mower. JRCO mount bars fit most commercial mowers. 
To find the mount bar that fits your mower contact a dealer, call us toll-free at 800.966.8442 or visit jrcoinc.com for a dealer near you.

*One mount bar needed per mower model. Mount bar part numbers are dependent on mower model.
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The unit is designed to hold walk-behind blowers on 
the front of zero-turn and riding mowers. The blower 
moves yard debris with speed and ease while riding on 
the buggy’s heavy-duty tubular steel frame.

The buggy adjusts to fit most walk-behind blowers. 
The blower is secured to the buggy by three straps. 
One person can quickly load or unload. The buggy 
is supported with two front caster wheels for easy 
maneuverability and is low profile for optimum 
operation of blower. Utilizing the mower’s power, 
the Blower Buggy Carrier increases productivity as it 
decreases operator fatigue. 

The Blower Buggy mounts on the front of zero-turn 
and riding mowers attaching to the JRCO mount bar 
with two clevis pins.
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BLOWER BUGGY™ CARRIER

Blow debris with speed and ease using the 
JRCO Blower Buggy Carrier.

The Leaf Blade Plow is a 55-inch wide plow for 
moving large piles of leaves. It virtually eliminates 
"tarping" and moves windrowed leaves for collection. 
Save time and labor for fall clean-up!

The heavy-duty attachment uses the mower’s 
power to quickly move piles of leaves. The one-
piece galvanized steel blade has supports at the top, 
center and bottom for durability. 

Plow rides on two adjustable caster wheels. Flat 
4-1/2" long stainless steel tines allow the plow to 
push leaves on uneven surfaces without damaging 
turfgrass.

The Leaf Blade Plow can be folded up over the deck 
of many mowers to reduce space on the trailer. The 
Leaf Blade Plow attaches to the JRCO mount bar with 
two clevis pins.

LEAF BLADE PLOW

Fold the Leaf Blade Plow up 
over the deck of your mower 
to reduce the amount of 
space it takes on a trailer.

TUNE-UP KITS 
AVAILABLE
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The Transporter tray uses the mower’s power to 
transport landscape materials, grass or leaf clippings, 
lawn debris or landscape equipment. The transporter 
tray can be positioned for maximum visibility and easy 
dumping. The heavy-duty 56 gallon polyethylene tub 
is optional.

The Transporter is great for storing a grass catcher 
when trailering the mower. Various containers can be 
secured to the tray for transporting.

TRANSPORTER

The Zero-Turn Sprayer uses a high capacity UDOR® 
diaphragm pump driven by a 158 cc Briggs & Stratton® 
550 Series commercial engine to provide all day 
spraying. Ultra low drift Turbo Teejet® spray tips 
minimize spray drift and check valve nozzle bodies 
prevent drips when not spraying. A hydraulic agitator 
keeps chemicals mixed and fresh in the tank. A spray 
gun with 10-foot hose is included for spot or shrub 
spraying.

The 30 gallon sprayer quickly attaches to your mower 
with clevis pins. A compact, rigid frame with pneumatic 
swivel wheels and rigid two-point hitch prevents 
jackknifing when backing. A three section breakaway 
boom folds to 5-, 8- and 11-foot widths with individual 
zone control valves.

Combine with the JRCO Broadcast Spreader 
for a complete turf application vehicle.

ZERO-TURN SPRAYER
800
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MOUNT BAR SYSTEM
The heart of our line, the

Buy a mount bar to fit your mower and use the same mount bar for all future attachment purchases!*
Our unique mounting system allows quick and easy connection with clevis pins for all the JRCO front-mount attachments. U-brackets are 
adjustable on the vertical channels to properly position any JRCO attachment on your mower. JRCO mount bars fit most commercial mowers. 
To find the mount bar that fits your mower contact a dealer, call us toll-free at 800.966.8442 or visit jrcoinc.com for a dealer near you.

*One mount bar needed per mower model. Mount bar part numbers are dependent on mower model.
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